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esoteric interpretation of Islam, as the Imam himself has stated: Buildings can do more than simply house people and programmes. They can also reflect our deepest values; great architecture, like great art, captures esoteric thought in physical form. 13 The Imam has even written, regarding the Delegation of the Ismaili Imamat, that the building in a sense should be somewhat mysterious and visually nearly esoteric. He referred to the Delegations architectural design as translating concepts that have a context in our faith and our history, yet stride boldly and confidently ahead, into modernity; for expressing both the exoteric and the esoteric 14. A close reading of the Delegation buildings architecture 15 shows how the

design symbolizes Ismaili esoteric doctrines and tawil from the past: the translucent rock crystal inspired dome of the Delegation of the Ismaili Imamat symbolizes and represents the perfect souls of the Prophets and Imams illuminated by the Light of God as discussed by Nasir-i Khusraw and Nasir al-Din Tusi.
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His Easy Project is a greatly comprehensive and interesting book which explains the philosophical thoughts, practices and traditions of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh). It explains Muhammad's practices, practical wisdom, biography, and other aspects of his life and teachings. The book also has a
rich, original and inspiring cultural and philosophical commentary of every chapter. This book is written by a renowned author, Sayyid Ali Al-Zeini, and its contents are accurate. It is even better than the original book. It is a good book in explaining the origins of the Kitab al-Jalalah (The Qur'an
in Geographical terms). It also explains some verses of the Qur'an in a comprehensive manner. The only drawback of this book is that the book does not cover many verses of the Quran. Imam Taymiyah discusses all verses of the Quran, but unfortunately there are no introductory chapters

that explain in detail the meaning of the verses. Also, there is no discussion of the Arabic language or Arabic grammar in the book, and the Arabic language is an essential subject in Islam. The book can be used to understand the historical background of the Quran in various ways, and it can
be used to understand the verse of the Quran; but for learning the meaning of the verse of the Quran, it would be more adequate to have the book of Imam Amir al-Mu'minin, Imam Ibraheem Hussain, or al-Baghawi. The book is composed in a logical manner and is very well organized. The

writer also uses a simple and easy style that explains the verses clearly. When the Imams explain that the stars and planets as well as the sun and moon are aspects of the Divine and that the Imams are their True Guardians 7, the Imam is referring to Quran 16:99/43:24 which lists the
invisible attributes of the Divine as the twinkling of the stars and the beauty of the moon; when the Imams explains how the sign (ayat) of the sun and the moon changes 7,8 and that the Divine attributes are manifested in the creation as the signs (ayat) of God 9, the Imam is interpreting

Quran 44:1 which explain how God empowers His creation and manifests His creation through the Qiblah (direction of prayer). Likewise, the Imams statement that God who created the heavens and the earth is Himself the Exalted 10, is a commentary on Quran 71:15/160:4 which list the signs
(ayat) of Gods creation. 5ec8ef588b
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